
BEGIN READING THIS EXCITING Far from our world is the galaxy of Yarna, and in that galaxy is the planet Elekton. The largest continent 
NEW STORY TODAY! of Elekton is Victris, where, in the land of Vorg, stands the city of Trigan, heart of a growing empire. 

Under the vulé-of hee leader ; Only one other nation on Elekton rivalled Trigan, | 
Trige, dhe Teton Baupine gees ; “ és | and this was Hericon, which lay beyond the Great | ; : g 
from strength to strength and Ocean, and was ruled over by the stern 

her air fleets increased in Se j | warrior-king, Kassar. 
numbers . .. i 

sane - : 
neagh acne _o 

One day, envoys from Trigan arrived at the court of King Kassar. | 
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Kassar was a cautious man. Not 
for many months was the treaty 
completed and signed with 
great ceremony... <¢ 

The Trigans have come 
far... afew years ago 
they were barbarians 
dressed in skins. 

[if esa 

So... you bring a message 
from Lord Trigo? 

as a CT oe 

My sister the Lady 
Ursa will 
accompany you 
back to Trigan and 
give my greetings 
to Lord Trigo. 

_ a) Lord Trigo will be 
) greatly honoured. 

Majesty. 
And now it is Lord 
Trigo’s wish to make a 
treaty of trade and 
friendship with Hericon. § 

And so the Lady Ursa travelled to Trigan, but it was many years before she saw her 
own country again. for, six months later, she and Trigo were married. 

Thanks to the treaty, 
trade began to flourish 
between the two countries. 
Every day, mighty cargo- 
carrying atmosphere craft 
and humble trading vessels 
crossed the Great Ocean. 
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Bat in the market place of Hericon 
city, Yenni discovered that his 
customers were not the fools he had 
reckoned them to be! 

Amongst the small traders from Trigan was 
a cunning-eyed rascal named Yenni, who 
had his own ideas about the people of 
Hericon ... 

Phe fruit you sold 
mets rottcal Give What's this? Are 
me back my money! you accusing me ol 

being a cheat? 

T tell vou they're a pack of 
gullible fools. and they'll 
buy aavthing! Mark my 
words, Tl be a rich man 

before the end of the year! 

The city guards arrived on the scene, and Yenni The rotten fruit is 
realised that he was in serious trouble . . . hidden away at the 

back! You are { 
coming along with 

The law of King Kassar was harsh... as | & He returned to Trigan with the 
the rascally Yenni soon discovered! ee fF omark on his brow... and a 

ff burning hatred in his heart. 

us to the HM | sentence you to be 
magistrate. fellow ! branded on the brow 

with the mark of the 
thief! 

: : PH get my revenge . 
Nol... Please! .. . pn ae f weed Olroves, Pil get my 
Tecan explain... f é a : ow mee revenge! 

On the first day of every new 
moon, it was Prigo’s custom to 
see suy ciizen of Trigan who had 
a grievance. And, on the fateful 
AY 5. 

Who is next” 

That was the beginning of it. N 
\ petty cheat was harshly y 

Aw cel< punished, and this began a 
e “eg? chain of circumstances which 

led to a terrible contlict 
between the two mightiest 4 

nations on Elekton.. . 

~ 

Yenni, Lord Trio... : 
trader in fruit... he 

demands justice under an But all this was in the future. 
ancient law! 

Next Week: The rascally Yenni sows the seeds of war. 19 



On the face of it, all seems well between the Trigan Empire and the other great nation of the planet Elekton, Hericon. Trigo, the ruler of 
Trigan, has married the sister of the King of Hericon, and the two countries have made a treaty of trade and friendship. 

But a rascally Trigan trader named Yenni is about to end all that... 
gua ane ee : : ’ oe we 2 ¥ = gi Li 3 2 

Trigo stared hard at the cunning face of the man before him. . . yi i Yenni pointed to the livid br and onkis Trigo glanced questioningly at wise old 
i sci ke asses lami Pee, who Genel his araliece 

You have a ' . " 
grievance, = ‘ f i % 
Yenni? 

= 

The old law of 
vengeance was made at 
a time when your 
people were ignorant 
barbarians, Lord Trigo. 
Unfortunately it has 
never been changed . . . 

; : Cs - The Hericons did this tome... I Yes, Lord Trigo .. . I ? ia £ Se : : 
: : a : cal 4 was unjustly condemned as a thief. demand vengeance under Pde" : Y —_ : : : Ba Paci : In accordance with our ancient law, 

our ancient law! ; ie 3 ae . : 
1 demand that a citizen of Hericon 
receive the same treatment! 

i sh as 
~ , - Ss a aaa Days later, news of the man’s fate 

And so, a party of guards went into the market place, \ ). ‘The innocent trader was dragged off, protesting. . was brought to King Kassar of 
where there were many traders from Hericon selling 4 a = , =a Hericon, whose stern face 

» their wares... é a “ - i ! ; z - darkened with fury. 
Helde. a. = . Hey! Where are ft mS). Ww ? ~~ |\—__— 
Seie kool : ; | you taking me? hie -> Be es 
ae j lve done nothing! 

So much for the friendship of the 
Trigans! Those barbarians have 
branded an innocent citizen of 
Hericon! By the stars, I'll make 
make them pay for this. . . 

When the story of the imprisonment of the six men reached Trigan, a furious mob 

Within the hour, six traders from Trigo were arrested in the market place and gathered, and it was Yenni who incited them to the violence that followed. 
dragged through the jeering crowd to imprisonment. 

Now you see what sort of 
people we’ve accepted as 
friends! Are we going to let 
them get away with it? 

Lock them up! We'll show 
these Trigan barbarians! 

No! No! De 

with the Hericons! 



The armed mob swept through the market place, overturning stalls and attacking §] \ Trigo himself led his guards to the scene of the riot and quelled the fighting. And then 
every Hericon in sight. And the Hericons defended themselves! » he gazed about him at the destruction. . . 

Knowing my brother-in-law. King Kassar, this 
can only lead to even worse trouble! 

Without warning, the massed formation dived down upon the handful of Trigan craft! 

The following day, a Trigan Air Patrol was flying 
over the great ocean. Commanding the patrol was 
Trigo’s nephew Janno. And then... if happened... 

Formation of Hericon 
craft ahead and above! 

A big formation too... what are 
they doing in this area in such 
numbers? 

Janno shouted hoarsely into 
They opened fire . . . and three of Janno’s craft his microphone . . . 
disintegrated in lurid fireballs! 

lam under attack by a Hericon fleet! 
... Heavily outnumbered! Send 

, ‘A veinforcements before we're all wiped es anes c] : ' out! 

Next Week: The Trigans demand vengeance on Ursa, Trigo’s Hericon queen 19 



Thanks to the scheming hatred of a rascally Trigan trader, war has broken out between the 
two greatest nations on the planet Elekton, the Trigan empire and the country of Hericon... 

BE BGM Jaa 

Trigo’s nephew Janno felt a sudden breath-robbing jolt 
as his craft received its death-blow. Next instant, he was / 
being carried towards the wave-lashed ocean. 

An unevenly-matched battle raged over the great 
ocean, Three Trigan atmosphere craft against a 
massed air tleet of Hericon. 

When his head 
broke surface, he 
saw the Hericon 
Air Fleet forming 
up to disappear 
over the horizon. 
But of his comrades 
and their craft there 
was no sign. 

mC urs! Preacherous 
oot ; 

Hericon curs! 
The craft struck, and sank like a rock. Janno 
fought his way out of his harness and kicked open 
the hatchway. With lungs near to bursting, he 
squirmed clear . . . ; 

Already the alarm had been raised in Trigan. And Trigo was 
holding a hastily-assembled Council of War with his captains. 

The suns of Elekton were dipping low before a Force from Trigan came in answer to 
the call he had made. And he was picked up . . . the only survivor of the patrol. 

So... its war, then! 
And if [know my 
brother-in-law, King 
Kassar, it will be war 

ull one or other of our § 
countries is hammered 
to dust! 



} ae i . Sap ye: & t on 

A hi ine > saw his wife » adv rsa. : : % é . F 
Turning, he saw his wife, the Lady Ursa News of the disaster in the great ocean was all over the city of 

‘Trigan, and the cause of it all-——the rascal \ enni-- was addressing an 
angry mob in the great square. 

Trigo... What can Psay? Pania 
Hericon ... your enemy! 

Six of our craft... 
and all their brave 
crews .. . struck down 

without warning! And 
to think that the 
accursed Hericons 
were supposed to be 
our friends! 

You were born a Hericon, Ursa... 
But you are now my Queen, and a oS : : 
Trigan! Sah = Death to all 

: . Y Hericons! 
Vengeance! 

Aye! Death to the Hericons 
. and death to the Hericon ff 

woman up there in the palace 
_.. the woman who calls 
herself the Queen of Trigan! 

Incited to fury by Yenni, the mob stormed Trigo’s palace, breaking down the great gates, 
and hurling aside the guards who tried to stop them. 

- 
mea” 

Trigo... they are 
calling my name! 

Be calm... 
nothing can 
harm you! 

When the mob reached the inner stair, they found their way blocked bya Trigo tossed his sword down the stairs, and it fell with a clatter to the 
handful of guards . . . and Trigo himself with a drawn sword. courtyard below. And then . . . he bared his chest . . . 

Stand aside, Lord 
Trigo. Our quarrel 
is not with you... 
But with the 
Hericon woman 

7 you married! 

W Very well... But vou must first kill me! 
Now ... Which of vou is going to strike 
the fatal blow? 

Ps. 
or the Lady Ursa 



Thanks to the scheming of a rascally Trigan named Yenni, war has broken out on the planet Elekton between the Trigan Empire and the 
country of Hericon. Now, Yenni has let a mob into the Palace to seize the wife of their ruler, Trigo, because she is a Hericon... 

But the cowardly stroke never reached its mark. One of Yenni’s 
companions seized him, and hurled him bodily down the stairs. Seeing Trigo standing unarmed before him, the 

rascally Yenni drove his sword forward . . . 

No! ... What sort of Trigan 
would lay a hand on Lord 

Trigo? 
Very welll... [we must 
first destroy Trigo... 

ak From the top of the staircase, the Lady 
And then the mob fell on their Ursa heard . 
knees before their ruler. 

... and she had gone before Trigo answered the men below. 

Your pardon, Lord Trigo 74 

... but we came here in 
anger, because your wife ts 
one of the hated Hericons! 

responsible for starting 
the war... that cur 
began it by demanding 
vengeance for the harsh 
punishment he 
received from the 

r Hericons... 
My being here can only turn punishment that he 
Trigo against his people . . . justly deserved ! wae Yes! Lord Trigo 
I must go... far away from ; is right! 
Trigan : 

Furious, they fell upon the rascally Yenni and dragged him 
from the palace. Curse you... curse you all! ... 

you'll regret this day! 

Never show your face 
in Trigan again, 
Yenni! 

18 



Meanwhile, Trigo was racing through the echoing ~ But—shrouded in a concealing cloak— She made her way across the boulder strewn plain 
corridors of the palace, calling his wife’s name. . . Ursa was already making her way out of beyond. And then—suddenly-——she saw a dark form 

one of the side gates of Trigan. aay: rising ahead of her! 

Ursa! .. Ursa, where are 
you?... Answer me! 

And then . . . she recognised the man who crept P At almost that same moment, a mighty Hericon war fleet came 
menacingly towards her! in sight of the shores that bounded the land of Trigan, and 

commenced a tremendous bombardment. 

No! Don’t come 
near me!... No/ 

“1 with lurid flame! ees Within seconds, the fortifications on the shore 
; were pounded to rubble... and the frantic 

message went out to Trigan. 

Under attack... 
Help... Help... 



The RISE and FALL of the TRIGAN EMPIRE 
Thanks to the scheming hatred of a rascally Trigan named Yenni, war has broken out between the two greatest nations on the planet 
Elekton—the Trigan Empire, and the country of Hericon. Two things happen in swift succession: Ursa, the Hericon-born wife of Trigo, 
disappears—and a Hericon sea fleet appears off the shores of Trigan. 

: . And then... clear in the light of Elekton’s 
For what seemed like an eternity, the Hericon fleet }= 3 moons . . . swooping to the attack came a Trigan 
poured flame and destruction upon the soil of the Pees coe ae air fleet! 
Trigan Empire. : a ° 

= 

Each craft will select its own f 
target, and press home the 
attack regardless of cost! 

In desperate haste, the Hericon gunners switched their ee #4 ‘ 7 ¥ 5. The proud flagship of the Hericon tleet was holed 
sights to the oncoming atmosphere craft... many were a fe below water, and sank at full speed... 
hit, but the rest came on... : : : i : : . 

Within a short space of time it was all over . . . of the 
Hericon sea fleet, nothing remained but pieces of floating 
wreckage and swimming men. . . as for the Trigan 
atmosphere craft . . . 

... One pilot alone returned to the city | 
of Trigan and made his report to Trigo. 

Lord Trigo, I have 
the honour to tell 
you that the Hericon 
fleet is destroyed 
... and Iam the 

y only survivor of the 
force that destroyed 
Hoan 



Trigo was present when they lifted the gravely-wounded ; : ; : It was truc!... Even at that moment airborne shock- 
pilot Icom Ns shell-riven cockpit . . . and he heard the troops of Hericon were soaring to the ground from 
erridie news... bdo sis ‘ mighty troup carriers, less than an hour's march from 

The invasion of the Trigan Empire had begun, and aan pe x 
King Kassar of Hericon himself was in command. tite eu eingct pout lorees 

wa city... So’... and the right wing, 
SSSA will do the same... So! 

Mattie 

A pincer movement, : 
majesty! .. . Excellent! 

The Nild fumbled in the folds of his garb 
Suddenly there was a scuffle . . . and a grotesquely- _..and threw something at Kassar’s feet 

painted figure was dragged into the presence of the kin 

barbarian? 

.. It is the medallion | 
gave to my sister Ursa, which she swore 
never to remove from her neck! How 
did you get your foul hands on it, 

. . Speak, you painted cur! 
We found him lurking near our outposts, majesty J : 
... he claims to have a message for you! 4~4. V4 savage?. 



— =o eee wen ey ~ 

Then there was a sudden commotion in the ranks of watching Hericons . . . 

a wild shout . . . and then a powerful figure on a carcering kreed came 
bursting through them! 

he painted Nild warrior stared 
fearlessly at King Kassar of 
Hericon, and snarled his 
message. 

Your sister is a prisoner 
of the Nilds, and it will 
cost you dearly to see her 
alive again! 

You risked almost 
certain death to ride 
here... the camp of 
your country’s 
enemies... to tell 
me this? 

It was Trigo! He sprang ) ' > The ruler of the Trigan Empire pointed an accusing 
lithely to the ground, ot finger at the scowling savage. 
disregarding the rows of 
levelled weapons aimed at 
him, he approached 
hing Kassar. 

Trigo! He must be You forget, Kassar, 

mad to come here “S that Ursa is not only 

cut him down! : : Se your sister... she is 
SH also my wife! 

Kill me if you will, Kassar 
but don’t listen to that 

lying cur. | have already 
paid ransom money to 
those painted, treacherous 
demons . . . but Ursa has 
not been returned! 

King Kassar looked out, black-browed with 
fury, over the might of his army. . . 

All this force at my command. 
and I can do nothing to save her! 

.. the instant the Nilds were 
aware of our approach, Ursa ’ : 
would die! << Sia Teg ... OF Ave Men, 

An army would be 
~ sighted immediately Bi 

ban 7 ... but not one man! (i 
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Minutes later. Trigo and Kassar were riding side-by-side through 
a the massed Hericon ranks, and every eye watched them go. i. 

a 

Yes! and when Ursa ts 
9 safe. P shall use this 

4 force to smash vour 
precious empire to 
the dust! 

ou have brought a 
eat force against 
e Trigun Empire! 

Leaving their kreeds at the foothills, B They scaled a wall of rock, and looked 
the two men began the ascent of a 
steep pass that scored into the heart 
of the mountains ... and then... 

pr Do you 
hear that? 

Drumy! Were nearing 9 

their camp! 

The Nilds were : But the watchers were themselves observed! .. . 

performing one of and a stone-tipped arrow was aimed straight at 

their fearsome the broad back of the ruler of Trigan! 

tribal dances about ; : 

a figure bound to 
a hideous carved 
idol. 

® They headed across the plain of Vorg towards the great mountain barrier 
that was the hunting ground of the Nild tribe. Towards nightfall they 
came in sight of the towering mass of craggy rock. 

down on to a wild and barbaric scene . . . 

THU-UL-U-NGG! . . . The deadly missile 
slashed through the air . . . and Trigo fell with 
a cry that awakencd the echoes of the dark 
mountains! 

Feeeeecvecegh! } 



SATE : 2 ‘her : They dragged him down to the camp, where the treacherous 

scleapesiaheridetrs ane ry a = Trigan trader Yenni sat amongst the Elders of the Nilds. 

facing a line of levelled ’ / ~ eB. 
weapons. : ‘ ; 

. ‘ . 

Ah!... this is a happy 
moment... the moment 
of my vengeance! 

The trader struck Kassar a cowardly blow... and the ruler of Hericon 
Yenni pointed to the livid brand on his fell back against the warriors who held him. 
brow ... the mark of a thief. 

é - = 

See this, proud 
king? this was 
done at your 
orders! 

Silence! ... my 
vengeance demands 
that you perish, and 
your sister Ursa with 
you. You will be 
sacrificed to the sacred 

Yalt of the Nilds! 

And well deserved, | 
do not doubt... . thief! 

And so Kassar was dragged to the idol and bound with his sister. Then the savage 
dancing was resumed with redoubled frenzy. It was fated to go on till dawn... till 
the rising suns of Elckton brought the hour of sacrifice. 

view 

Yenni pointed to a cage, where a sabre- 
toothed beast growled with savage fury . . . 

| have gained enough treasure from Trigo 
td enable me to live in luxury all my days. 
The Nilds have no use for treasure . . . 
they will be well satisfied with two 
sacrifices for the sacred Yalt! 

Just before dawn—near the foot of the cliff beyond the camp— 
a man slumped over a rocky outcrop, raised his head and 
groaned feebly. 



Trigo lived! Staunching the arrow wound in his 
shoulder, he raised himself up and looked about him. 

4 
What demon’s work , 
goes on in the 
camp of the Nilds? 

With the suns of Elekton bathing the encampment 
in their lurid glare, the Nilds clambered to a safe 
position above the sacred circle. 

Let the 
sacred Yalt 
he released! 

A Nild sentry looked 
down from on high 
and grinned savagely 
... all unaware of 
the figure creeping 
towards him! 

ee 

Crouching, he faced the oncoming Yalt, 
with the rising suns glinting from his f 
levelled blade. 

There was a scuffle .. . and all eyes turned to see the 
powerful figure of Trigo leaping down into the circle. 

Ostr | 

& r 

Long live 

the Trigan 
Empire! 

Yenni’s voice rose is. 
a screech of fury .. . 

No! ... 11s written 

that only the Yalt 
may destroy those 
who tread within its 

sacred circle! 



With a decp-throated roar of fury, the Yalt 

leaped at Trigo, smashing the sword from his 

hand with a swcep of a mighty, taloned claw. 

Next instant, the ruler of the Trigan 
Empire was underneath the massive 
body .. . and the sabre teeth were 
lunging for his throat. 

Then a gasp of surprise rose from the watchers, as Trigo 
squirmed free of the Yalt and rolled towards the open The Yalt madc its leap . . . but Trigo was ready 
door of its cage, where he hurled defiance at the snarling ... throwing himself flat . . . and the Yalt's 
beast. . impetus carried it on towards the cage door! 

[ Te watching Nilds nodded with satisfaction, 
and the treacherous Yenni grinned with evil glee. 

Why do you wait, 
Yalt?...Leap!... Leap 
and finish it! 

To such a combat So perishes 
there is only one end Trigo the 

.. no man has ever mighty! 
withstood the sacred / 

Yalt! y 

In a trice, Trigo snatched up his 
sword and severed the rope 
that held the door . . . it fell, ‘ : *~ 
imprisoning the infuriated beast Ae a = ey To the barbaric Nilds, the sabre-toothed killer was a god. 
cand then Trigo called out to =e = And the elders of the tribe pleaded in wild desperation. 

eS Behold! .. . One thrust po 
a and your sacred Yalt a 

dies! 

Spare the 
sacred Yalt! 

Put down your sword 
and you may go free 
... and your companions 
with you! J 



Only Yenni’s , = 5 And so. Trigo, Ursa and King Kassar rode from 
voice was raised ¥ Have you taken leave of your the barren hills across the Plain of Vorg . . . taking 

in protest... “g" : ) Vaoicannotlet with them Ursa’s ransom, for which the primitive 
yelises 

but the Nilds ~ Bi > these prisoners go free! 
had no time for : 4S - 
him now. 

Nilds had no use... and Yenni as their prisoner. 

brought evil fortune to our 
tribe. and nearly cost us the 

! al! 

Trigo’s fine eyes were fixed gravely on Kassar as the Hericon generals jubilantly 
grected their hing... Towards midday they came in sight of the 

assembled might of the Hericon army and 

its war-machines . . . 
The truce is over. say the word and your army 
marches to the destruction of Trigan City! 

The rulers of the two greatest 
nations on the planet Elekton 
clasped each other's hands. 

Soon the sky was darkened with Hericon 

atmosphere craft descending to take the 

invading army back to its own country .. . 

Kassar turned to face Trigo ... and there was a ghost of a 
smile on his stern face. 

The truce ts 
over... and so 

Vv the war! 

] am not a man who makes 
friends easily. Trigo... but I 
am proud to have such a 
fearless and valiant warrior 
for a brother-in-law. This war 
shauld never have begun. . . 
let us see that it never happens 
again! 

...and Trigo and Ursa rode back to Trigan 
City with the wonderful news that the terrible 
war was over. 


